The Government's ongoing illegal violent mass slaughter of the
Kangaroos is not for Conservation purposes, they are for
development and construction purposes driving protected native
wildlife (flora and fauna) to extinction and destroying the Bush
Capital.
It is ironic that the ACT Chief Minister has just introduced the words
'Bush Capital' onto ACT vehicle number plates and yet allows the
ongoing illegal status and killing of native Eastern Grey Kangaroos
etc, and the ongoing destruction of the Bush Capital for further
developments and unaffordable constructions for trams etc. causing
hardships and poverty to the ACT residents.
Please click this link to view the entire submission:
Eastern Grey Kangaroos Draft Controlled Native Species
Management Plan – Closes 24/3/17

Eastern Grey Kangaroos Draft Controlled
Native Species Management Plan – C...
Email: environment@act gov au – link to website: The Eastern Grey
Kangarooo Controlled Native Species Manageme

New 1st paragraph beneath the environment email and web address
and the 1st banner in italics:
'The Eastern Grey Kangarooo Controlled Native Species
Management Plan is endangering the safety and lives of the public
with no public notification and firearms being used at any time.'
Amended 3rd paragraph is now the amended 4th paragraph 'and
Baldwin Drive' in italics:
'In 2008 I proposed a City Kangaroo Park and Wildlife Sanctuary,
along William Slim Dr, Ginenderra Dr, and Baldwin Drive, submitting
a map to show an educational public viewing glassed in Wildlife
Hospital, viewing platforms, separate areas for wildlife rehabilitation
for sick, injured, orphaned Kangaroos and other wildlife, kiosk,
Laboratory, Emergency Centre, Recovery Room that would have
raised a multi billion dollar revenue in the tourist industry for the ACT
and save our protected native EGK's and other wildlife.
http://www.gopetition.com/petitions/save-all-the-kangaroos.html'
Amended 18th paragraph in italics beneath photo showing 2008
BNTS Kangaroo cruelty photo:
'The Government has always continued the killing after their own

killing by placing poison baits in all the nature reserves, and then
putting hooved cattle and sheep that cause irreparable damage to
the biomass and endangered species named by the
Government, into the nature reserves to graze down the grass to
prevent a fire hazard, which the soft footed Kangaroos, that don't
cause any damage to the biomass, do if they are not misrepresented,
not mismanaged, and not killed. This is after all suppose to be the
bush capital and not the farmers capital.'
Amended the Code of Practice is in breach...:in italics:
'The Code of Practice is in breach of the Animal Welfare Act violently
bashing Joeys to death. The shooters are also in breach of the Code
of Practice who always have mis shots that means that adult roos are
also tortured to death. These killings are nothing but a violent blood
sport introducing and educating violence in the ACT that is
completely unacceptable and inappropriate.
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/act-news/its-a-massacre-the-cruelfate-for-pouch-young-in-canberras-kangaroo-cull-20170209gu8zqi.html,
https://wildlifecarersgroup.wordpress.com/2015/04/20/wildlife-carersgroup-news-21415-stop-the-violent-roo-kill-invite-to-book-launchanimal-justice-party-more/'
Amended beneath Code of Practice is in breach of tha Animal
Welfare Act.. with 3 additional photos, the 4th photo inscription
showing in italics:
'This poor Joey was bashed, stabbed, and then while suffering from
all the injuries, was buried alive, that then died from asphyxiation, as
shown by the Vet Report.'
Please click on link to see the amended submission with
amendments and with 3 additional photos under Code of Practice:
https://wildlifecarersgroup.wordpress.com/2017/03/19/eastern-greykangaroos-draft-controlled-native-species-management-plan-closes24317/

Sincerely

Updated Draft, 3rd paragraph with additional photos: Eastern Grey
Kangaroos Draft Controlled Native Species Management Plan –
Closes 24/3/17

Eastern Grey Kangaroos
Draft Controlled Native
Species Management
Plan – C...
Email: environment@act gov au – link to website: Lowland grasslands
and woodlands still contain predators caus

Subject: EGK Draft Controlled Native Species Management Plan

Lowland grasslands and woodlands still contain predators causing
the Kangaroo population to be weakened and being driven to
extinction with the additional inhumane infertility program and mass
violent killing of the Kangaroos by the Government with their
mismanagement of the Kangaroos.
Predators: additional recently introduced Spotted-tailed and Eastern
Quolls, Raptors, domestic animals, domestic pets, the Government
are the worst predators, farmers, hunters, road strikes, foxes,
commercial industry that was used at Googong Dam, construction
sites, loss of habitat for construction of unnecessary trams that the
ACT can't afford and is costing the ACT more homelessness rating
the ACT the highest in homelessness in Australia, etc, unnecessary
housing development just building more empty houses that no one
can afford to buy or rent all destroying our bush capital and
destroying in what would be a multi billion dollar tourist industry in the
ACT by wiping out and driving our Kangaroos to extinction.
In 2008 I proposed a City Kangaroo Park and Wildlife Sanctuary,
along William Slim Dr, Ginenderra Dr, submitting a map to show an
educational public viewing glassed in Wildlife Hospital, viewing
platforms, separate areas for wildlife rehabilitation for sick, injured,
orphaned Kangaroos and other wildlife, kiosk, Laboratory,
Emergency Centre, Recovery Room that would have raised a multi
billion dollar revenue in the tourist industry for the ACT and save our
protected native EGK's and other wildlife.
http://www.gopetition.com/petitions/save-all-the-kangaroos.html
Instead of spending taxpayers money on the Kangaroo Park and
Wildlife Sanctuary to raise a multi billion dollar revenue for the ACT,
the Government has irresponsibly continued to abuse taxpayers
money on fraudulent reports on Kangaroos, unnecessarily killing
Kangaroos driving them to extinction, inhumane infertility program
driving them to extinction, illegally arresting and locking up innocent
people and dragging innocent people through Court, viciously
harassing, bullying and defaming innocent people, your experts,
etc., when it has always been the Government breaking all the
laws, https://wildlifecarersgroup.wordpress.com/2015/04/20/wildlifecarers-group-news-21415-stop-the-violent-roo-kill-invite-to-book-

launch-animal-justice-partymore/, http://www.canberratimes.com.au/act-news/no-action-to-betaken-on-illegal-use-of-silencers-in-kangaroo-cull-since-200920170113-gtqtfz.html, Canberra kangaroo cull in 2015 was unlawful,
judge says, instead of working with the independent experts, listening
and stopping the killing.

Canberra kangaroo cull
in 2015 was unlawful,
judge says
The kangaroo cull in Canberra last year was unlawful, an ACT Supreme
Court Justice says

Last year's was the biggest cull since 2011, with 1989 animals
violently and inhumanely shot and another 800 pouch young
violently killed.
I have sent 3 petitions to the Government to stop the Kangaroo killing
currently raising 8,805 signatures of support in total for the
Government to stop the Kangaroo killing, as of 19/3/17, all
inappropriately ignored.
I am submitting these 3 petitions again to the Government in this
submission to stop your persecution, fraudulent reports,
mismanagement and misrepresentation, your false manipulated
population figures, and killing of Eastern Grey Kangaroos.
As of 19/3/17:
1. http://www.gopetition.com/petit…/save-all-the-kangaroos.html
- 2,374 signatures
2. http://www.change.org/…/chief-tams-ministers-stop-the-unlaw…

- 5,261 signatures
3. http://www.communityrun.org/…/stop-the-unlawful-violent-kil…
- 1,170 signatures
Total: 8,805 signatures.
Read more: https://wildlifecarersgroup.wordpress.com/…/wildlifecarer…/, https://wildlifecarersgroup.wordpress.com/2013/10/,
http://wildlifecarersgroup.wordpress.com/…/wildlife-carers…/

I have inspected the Kangaroos that are becoming quite weak due to
the ongoing mismanagement of the Government through mass killing
and the infertility program, seeing separated Joeys through the
additional kangaroo proof fencing that has gone up around the ACT
without any consultation with the public, that the Government have
constructed to make it easier for the Government to trap and kill the
Kangaroos not leaving any escape for them.
It is recommended that these fences be removed and replaced
with wildlife corridors instead.
Fences are not necessary that cause injuries with wildlife getting
injured as they get caught up in them when fleeing causing prolonged
agonising death to them, and when there are fenceless technology
around using sensors. Cars are now fitted with sensors to avoid
collisions, shu roos can be installed.
Sensor deterrents can also be used as a form of an anklet or bracelet
for cyclists, joggers, otherwise avoid the areas where the Kangaroos
are and give way to them.
Kangaroos are unnaturally isolated from each other due to this
Government's misrepresentation and mismanagement of kangaroos.
Joeys separated from their mob, only small mobs can be seen that
quickly disappear due to the Government already exercising their
ongoing illegal killing of protected native wildlife and already using
this controlled native species management plan as multiple firearm
shots are heard.
It has been scientifically proven that by fencing in Kangaroos that

it showed that the Kangaroos save our endangered species and save
their habitat through their gentle grazing and natural fertilisation
stimulating the regrowth. It has been scientifically proven that the
areas where the Kangaroos were fenced out of, the habitat and the
endangered species all died because it lacked the Kangaroos gentle
grazing and natural fertilisation that promoted the regrowth of the
endangered native species habitat. This applies to all native species.
(Ref: Don Fletcher - TAMS Senior Ecologist)
It has also been scientifically proven that the Government has no
science in their killing of Kangaroos, that it is all science fiction.
It is highly recommended that all the fencing be removed, all the
killing and the infertility program to be stopped to allow the natural
stimulation of regrowth caused by Kangaroos all over the ACT that
also assist in keeping the fire hazard down.
The Government has always continued the killing after their own
killing by placing poison baits in all the nature reserves, and then
putting cattle and sheep into the nature reserves to graze down the
grass to prevent a fire hazard, which the Kangaroos do if they are not
misrepresented, not mismanaged, and not killed. This is after all
suppose to be the bush capital and not the farmers capital.
First the Eastern Quolls were released where the Bettongs were
fenced in at Mulligans Flat so that the Government can abuse and
waste more taxpayers money and get the Bettongs violently killed by
the small Eastern Quolls, where they have no escape.
Then the Government released the larger species Spotted-tailed
Quolls in Mulligans Flat as well to abuse and waste more taxpayers
money so that the Spotted-tailed Quolls can kill the smaller species
Eastern Quolls and Bettongs, all of them fenced in with no escape,
turning Mulligans Flat into one big violent blood bath.
This is ongoing abuse and waste of taxpayers money for these
programs.
These Quolls that are new predators for our Macropods are also
killing our Kangaroos and their Joeys that are already also being

driven to extinction with ongoing violent killing illegally committed all
year round by the Government and their infertility program that are all
weakening the species driving them to extinction.
The Kangaroos are not responsible for killing off bettongs and
bandicoots, the Government is through their ongoing
misrepresentation and mismanagement of all wildllife.
Kangaroos maintain a healthy well balanced Eco system.
With the amount of taxpayers money that the Government has
abused on all of the above, the Government could've constructed 3 of
my proposed Kangaroo Parks and Wildlife Sanctuary around the
ACT by now.
The Code of Practice is in breach of the Animal Welfare Act violently
bashing Joeys to death. The shooters always have mis shots that
means that adult roos are also tortured to death. These killings are
nothing but a violent blood sport introducing and educating violence
in the ACT that is completely unacceptable and inappropriate.
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/act-news/its-a-massacre-the-cruelfate-for-pouch-young-in-canberras-kangaroo-cull-20170209gu8zqi.html,
https://wildlifecarersgroup.wordpress.com/2015/04/20/wildlife-carersgroup-news-21415-stop-the-violent-roo-kill-invite-to-book-launchanimal-justice-party-more/.
Because of the ongoing misrepresentation and mismanagement, and
fraudulent reports repeatedly written about our Eastern Grey
Kangaroos by the Government that is then illegally sent out to the
media by the Government, it is not recommended that the EGK's
status be amended to a controlled native species under the Nature
Conservation Act 2014, and that the controlled native species
status be immediately removed from the Nature Conservation Act
2014, and under these conditions, it is highly recommended that the
Government abort the Controlled Native Species Management Plan.
Furthermore, it is highly recommended that the Government also
abort the no kangaroo policy in the ACT and provide full term
rehabilitation of all sick, injured, orphaned Eastern Grey Kangaroos

through their Wildlife Rehabilitation Licence.
It is highly recommended that the 3 Petitions above be actioned to
immediately stop the Kangaroo killing, to save the rest of our native
wildlife, and to stop the violence.
Sincerely

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Environment
FW: Amended - 1st para, etc in italics Fw: UPDATED 3rd para: EGK Draft Controlled Native Species
Management Plan
Tuesday, 28 March 2017 8:50:08 AM

From:
Sent: Friday, 24 March 2017 5:59 PM
To: Environment
Subject: Amended - 1st para, etc in italics Fw: UPDATED 3rd para: EGK Draft Controlled Native
Species Management Plan

New 1st paragraph beneath the environment email and web address
and the 1st banner in italics:
'The Eastern Grey Kangarooo Controlled Native Species
Management Plan is endangering the safety and lives of the public
with no public notification and firearms being used at any time.'
Amended 3rd paragraph is now the amended 4th paragraph 'and
Baldwin Drive' in italics:
'In 2008 I proposed a City Kangaroo Park and Wildlife Sanctuary,
along William Slim Dr, Ginenderra Dr, and Baldwin Drive, submitting
a map to show an educational public viewing glassed in Wildlife
Hospital, viewing platforms, separate areas for wildlife rehabilitation
for sick, injured, orphaned Kangaroos and other wildlife, kiosk,
Laboratory, Emergency Centre, Recovery Room that would have
raised a multi billion dollar revenue in the tourist industry for the ACT
and save our protected native EGK's and other wildlife.
http://www.gopetition.com/petitions/save-all-the-kangaroos.html'
Amended 18th paragraph in italics beneath photo showing 2008
BNTS Kangaroo cruelty photo:
'The Government has always continued the killing after their own
killing by placing poison baits in all the nature reserves, and then
putting hooved cattle and sheep that cause irreparable damage to
the biomass and endangered species named by the
Government, into the nature reserves to graze down the grass to
prevent a fire hazard, which the soft footed Kangaroos, that don't
cause any damage to the biomass, do if they are not misrepresented,

not mismanaged, and not killed. This is after all suppose to be the
bush capital and not the farmers capital.'
Amended the Code of Practice is in breach...:in italics:
'The Code of Practice is in breach of the Animal Welfare Act violently
bashing Joeys to death. The shooters are also in breach of the Code
of Practice who always have mis shots that means that adult roos are
also tortured to death. These killings are nothing but a violent blood
sport introducing and educating violence in the ACT that is
completely unacceptable and inappropriate.
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/act-news/its-a-massacre-the-cruelfate-for-pouch-young-in-canberras-kangaroo-cull-20170209gu8zqi.html,
https://wildlifecarersgroup.wordpress.com/2015/04/20/wildlife-carersgroup-news-21415-stop-the-violent-roo-kill-invite-to-book-launchanimal-justice-party-more/'
Amended beneath Code of Practice is in breach of tha Animal
Welfare Act.. with 3 additional photos, the 4th photo inscription
showing in italics:
'This poor Joey was bashed, stabbed, and then while suffering from
all the injuries, was buried alive, that then died from asphyxiation, as
shown by the Vet Report.'
Please click on link to see the amended submission with
amendments and with 3 additional photos under Code of Practice:
https://wildlifecarersgroup.wordpress.com/2017/03/19/eastern-greykangaroos-draft-controlled-native-species-management-plan-closes24317/
Sincerely

----- Forwarded Message ----From:
To: "environment@act.gov.au" <environment@act.gov.au>
Sent: Monday, 20 March 2017, 4:14
Subject: UPDATED 3rd para: EGK Draft Controlled Native Species Management Plan

Updated Draft, 3rd paragraph with additional photos: Eastern Grey
Kangaroos Draft Controlled Native Species Management Plan –
Closes 24/3/17

Eastern Grey Kangaroos
Draft Controlled Native
Species Management
Plan – C...
Email: environment@act gov au – link to website: Lowland grasslands
and woodlands still contain predators caus

From:
To: "environment@act.gov.au" <environment@act.gov.au>
Sent: Sunday, 19 March 2017, 12:43
Subject: EGK Draft Controlled Native Species Management Plan

Lowland grasslands and woodlands still contain predators causing
the Kangaroo population to be weakened and being driven to
extinction with the additional inhumane infertility program and mass
violent killing of the Kangaroos by the Government with their
mismanagement of the Kangaroos.

Predators: additional recently introduced Spotted-tailed and Eastern
Quolls, Raptors, domestic animals, domestic pets, the Government
are the worst predators, farmers, hunters, road strikes, foxes,
commercial industry that was used at Googong Dam, construction
sites, loss of habitat for construction of unnecessary trams that the
ACT can't afford and is costing the ACT more homelessness rating
the ACT the highest in homelessness in Australia, etc, unnecessary
housing development just building more empty houses that no one
can afford to buy or rent all destroying our bush capital and
destroying in what would be a multi billion dollar tourist industry in the
ACT by wiping out and driving our Kangaroos to extinction.
In 2008 I proposed a City Kangaroo Park and Wildlife Sanctuary,
along William Slim Dr, Ginenderra Dr, submitting a map to show an
educational public viewing glassed in Wildlife Hospital, viewing
platforms, separate areas for wildlife rehabilitation for sick, injured,
orphaned Kangaroos and other wildlife, kiosk, Laboratory,
Emergency Centre, Recovery Room that would have raised a multi
billion dollar revenue in the tourist industry for the ACT and save our
protected native EGK's and other wildlife.
http://www.gopetition.com/petitions/save-all-the-kangaroos.html
Instead of spending taxpayers money on the Kangaroo Park and
Wildlife Sanctuary to raise a multi billion dollar revenue for the ACT,
the Government has irresponsibly continued to abuse taxpayers
money on fraudulent reports on Kangaroos, unnecessarily killing
Kangaroos driving them to extinction, inhumane infertility program
driving them to extinction, illegally arresting and locking up innocent
people and dragging innocent people through Court, viciously
harassing, bullying and defaming innocent people, your experts,
etc., when it has always been the Government breaking all the
laws, https://wildlifecarersgroup.wordpress.com/2015/04/20/wildlifecarers-group-news-21415-stop-the-violent-roo-kill-invite-to-booklaunch-animal-justice-partymore/,  http://www.canberratimes.com.au/act-news/no-action-to-betaken-on-illegal-use-of-silencers-in-kangaroo-cull-since-200920170113-gtqtfz.html, Canberra kangaroo cull in 2015 was unlawful,
judge says, instead of working with the independent experts, listening
and stopping the killing.

Canberra kangaroo cull
in 2015 was unlawful,
judge says
The kangaroo cull in Canberra last year was unlawful, an ACT Supreme
Court Justice says

Last year's was the biggest cull since 2011, with 1989 animals
violently and inhumanely shot and another 800 pouch young
violently killed.
I have sent 3 petitions to the Government to stop the Kangaroo killing
currently raising 8,805 signatures of support in total for the
Government to stop the Kangaroo killing, as of 19/3/17, all
inappropriately ignored.
I am submitting these 3 petitions again to the Government in this
submission to stop your persecution, fraudulent reports,
mismanagement and misrepresentation, your false manipulated
population figures, and killing of Eastern Grey Kangaroos.
As of 19/3/17:
1. http://www.gopetition.com/petit…/save-all-the-kangaroos.html
- 2,374 signatures
2. http://www.change.org/…/chief-tams-ministers-stop-the-unlaw…
- 5,261 signatures
3. http://www.communityrun.org/…/stop-the-unlawful-violent-kil…
- 1,170 signatures
Total: 8,805 signatures.

Read more: https://wildlifecarersgroup.wordpress.com/…/wildlifecarer…/, https://wildlifecarersgroup.wordpress.com/2013/10/,
http://wildlifecarersgroup.wordpress.com/…/wildlife-carers…/

I have inspected the Kangaroos that are becoming quite weak due to
the ongoing mismanagement of the Government through mass killing
and the infertility program, seeing separated Joeys through the
additional kangaroo proof fencing that has gone up around the ACT
without any consultation with the public, that the Government have
constructed to make it easier for the Government to trap and kill the
Kangaroos not leaving any escape for them.
It is recommended that these fences be removed and replaced
with wildlife corridors instead.
Fences are not necessary that cause injuries with wildlife getting
injured as they get caught up in them when fleeing causing prolonged
agonising death to them, and when there are fenceless technology
around using sensors. Cars are now fitted with sensors to avoid
collisions, shu roos can be installed.
Sensor deterrents can also be used as a form of an anklet or bracelet
for cyclists, joggers, otherwise avoid the areas where the Kangaroos
are and give way to them.
Kangaroos are unnaturally isolated from each other due to this
Government's misrepresentation and mismanagement of kangaroos.
Joeys separated from their mob, only small mobs can be seen that
quickly disappear due to the Government already exercising their
ongoing illegal killing of protected native wildlife and already using
this controlled native species management plan as multiple firearm
shots are heard.
It has been scientifically proven that by fencing in Kangaroos that
it showed that the Kangaroos save our endangered species and save
their habitat through their gentle grazing and natural fertilisation
stimulating the regrowth. It has been scientifically proven that the
areas where the Kangaroos were fenced out of, the habitat and the
endangered species all died because it lacked the Kangaroos gentle
grazing and natural fertilisation that promoted the regrowth of the

endangered native species habitat. This applies to all native species.
(Ref: Don Fletcher - TAMS Senior Ecologist)
It has also been scientifically proven that the Government has no
science in their killing of Kangaroos, that it is all science fiction.
It is highly recommended that all the fencing be removed, all the
killing and the infertility program to be stopped to allow the natural
stimulation of regrowth caused by Kangaroos all over the ACT that
also assist in keeping the fire hazard down.
The Government has always continued the killing after their own
killing by placing poison baits in all the nature reserves, and then
putting cattle and sheep into the nature reserves to graze down the
grass to prevent a fire hazard, which the Kangaroos do if they are not
misrepresented, not mismanaged, and not killed. This is after all
suppose to be the bush capital and not the farmers capital.
First the Eastern Quolls were released where the Bettongs were
fenced in at Mulligans Flat so that the Government can abuse and
waste more taxpayers money and get the Bettongs violently killed by
the small Eastern Quolls, where they have no escape.
Then the Government released the larger species Spotted-tailed
Quolls in Mulligans Flat as well to abuse and waste more taxpayers
money so that the Spotted-tailed Quolls can kill the smaller species
Eastern Quolls and Bettongs, all of them fenced in with no escape,
turning Mulligans Flat into one big violent blood bath.
This is ongoing abuse and waste of taxpayers money for these
programs.
These Quolls that are new predators for our Macropods are also
killing our Kangaroos and their Joeys that are already also being
driven to extinction with ongoing violent killing illegally committed all
year round by the Government and their infertility program that are all
weakening the species driving them to extinction.
The Kangaroos are not responsible for killing off bettongs and
bandicoots, the Government is through their ongoing

misrepresentation and mismanagement of all wildllife.
Kangaroos maintain a healthy well balanced Eco system.
With the amount of taxpayers money that the Government has
abused on all of the above, the Government could've constructed 3 of
my proposed Kangaroo Parks and Wildlife Sanctuary around the
ACT by now.
The Code of Practice is in breach of the Animal Welfare Act violently
bashing Joeys to death. The shooters always have mis shots that
means that adult roos are also tortured to death. These killings are
nothing but a violent blood sport introducing and educating violence
in the ACT that is completely unacceptable and inappropriate.
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/act-news/its-a-massacre-the-cruelfate-for-pouch-young-in-canberras-kangaroo-cull-20170209gu8zqi.html,
https://wildlifecarersgroup.wordpress.com/2015/04/20/wildlife-carersgroup-news-21415-stop-the-violent-roo-kill-invite-to-book-launchanimal-justice-party-more/.
Because of the ongoing misrepresentation and mismanagement, and
fraudulent reports repeatedly written about our Eastern Grey
Kangaroos by the Government that is then illegally sent out to the
media by the Government, it is not recommended that the EGK's
status be amended to a controlled native species under the Nature
Conservation Act 2014, and that the controlled native species
status be immediately removed from the Nature Conservation Act
2014, and under these conditions, it is highly recommended that the
Government abort the Controlled Native Species Management Plan.
Furthermore, it is highly recommended that the Government also
abort the no kangaroo policy in the ACT and provide full term
rehabilitation of all sick, injured, orphaned Eastern Grey Kangaroos
through their Wildlife Rehabilitation Licence.
It is highly recommended that the 3 Petitions above be actioned to
immediately stop the Kangaroo killing, to save the rest of our native
wildlife, and to stop the violence.

Sincerely

